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AUSTRALIA IMPLEMENTS NEW 

AUDIENCE RESEARCH METHOD

By Omar Essack

Australia Commercial Radio & Audio and GfK develop a hybrid 
audio measurement system 

Australia’s Commercial Radio & Audio has teamed up with market 
research Ƽrm GfK to develop a hybrid audio measurement system 
for the radio industry. John Musgrove, head of research for CRA, 
gives insight on the project.

RedTech: What prompted the need for 

change?

John Musgrove: With new technology and 

changes in listening behavior, ad agencies and 

clients would comment on the need for better 

radio measurement. The diary methodology 
goes back over 70 years in Australia, and it’s fair 
to say that, globally, it has served radio and TV 

well during those years. TV moved to passive 
measurement some time ago, but we could 

argue that it is much easier to place passive 

measurement devices in a home that would 

capture 100% of TV viewing. The mobility of 
radio and its use everywhere makes that harder.
There have been a number of attempts at 

passive measurement through watches and 

PPMs, but after investigating their use in 

various markets, it was Commercial Radio & 
Audio’s view that each method came with its 

own challenges, and many debated the results. 
CRA determined the diary was still the most 

robust measurement, and until there was a 

solid example of electronic measurement 

proving accurate and well-accepted, then 

Australia would maintain the well-tested and 

reliable diary method while watching any new 

global studies or introductions.
About four to Ƽve years ago, GfK approached 

CRA with the offer to be the Ƽrst to trial 
a measurement study that would allow a 

deeper examination of several data sources 

from the same person — watch, diary, phone 
app and station streaming data. This would 
allow comparisons of the correlations and 

variances across them all and enable modeling 

to potentially create a “hybrid” system of 

measurement rather than one reliant on a 

single source of data. 

RedTech: How is the new measurement 

different from the previous methodology 

and practice?

Musgrove: Its major difference is that it 

doesn’t use a single data collection source. A 
hybrid system will take a range of current data 
collection sources to compare and correlate to 

Ƽnd listening behaviors as close to reality as 
possible. It uses the diaries as the foundational 
source of data, but then layers data from 

stations’ streaming data, which is deduplicated 

using data from wearable meters in the form of 

a watch to provide more robust and granular 

views of those behaviors. GfK is involved 
globally in this project, with much of the data 

science conducted in Europe.

RedTech: What are the advantages/

beneƼts of the new hybrid system for the 

radio and audio industry in Australia?

Musgrove: The purpose of this project is to 

create a more robust, accurate and reliable 

form of radio industry currency. The output 
will provide agencies/clients with a much 

deeper source of data over time, with the aim 

to provide more granular views of listening 

across the day, the potentially more regular 

output of data, a separation of linear and 

streaming behaviors and data and a variety of 

new outputs considered relevant after review. 
This arms agencies and clients with better 

ways to understand radio listening behaviors 

for planning and trading to increase radio 

revenues. 
In Australia, the radio industry remains 

very healthy, with cumulative audiences still 

growing in many areas, including the younger 

demographics. It remains one of the best ways 
to buy “broad” reach easily. Radio maintains 
a strong position as a way of reaching many 

people on one platform in an easy and cost-

effective way. This project aims to validate 
and enhance the importance of using new 

technologies and methods, and not being 

reliant on a single data source to provide all the 

answers. 

RedTech: What are the advantages/

beneƼts of the new hybrid system for the 

buyers of radio and audio in Australia?

Musgrove: Consistent robust currency 

and audience metrics, less disruption (e.g., 
resilience to COVID-style lockdowns), integrated 
live streaming data from source — not recall — 
deeper insights and more granularity.

RedTech: What are the upcoming mile-

stones as you roll out the new system?

Musgrove: As with any new, major research 

project, the milestones rely heavily on the data 

collected and the Ƽndings in that data. Data 
will often highlight things like challenges in col
lection, inaccuracies in the data, anomalies or 

THIS PROJECT AIMS TO 
VALIDATE AND ENHANCE 
THE IMPORTANCE 
OF USING NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES AND 
METHODS, AND NOT 
BEING RELIANT ON A 
SINGLE DATA SOURCE 
TO PROVIDE ALL THE 
ANSWERS.
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They had some of the best stories. At that 
stage, podcasting in Africa was very much in its 

infancy — I was competing in the Apple charts 
with guys playing “Dungeons & Dragons” online 
and recording their conversations! My proƼle as 
a comedian may have helped, but I think people 
listened to me because I was an early adopter, 

and they just grew to like me.
I got involved in podcasting because I couldn’t 

get on the air at a radio station. I had been a 
writer and content producer for one of the 

country’s biggest breakfast shows and found 
a friend in the microphone, but most radio 

stations thought comedy only belonged in 

prank-calling, and despite my experience and 
proƼle, would ask me for a demo. So, I thought, 
what better way to develop a catalog of demos 

than to imagine my own “radio show” and reach 

out to others with a mic; and “Lesser Known 
Somebodies” was born.
I started interviewing fellow comedians, then 

other artists, Vine stars and “inƽuencers” and 
even people in advertising, and they had great 

stories to tell. The problems started when the 
podcast became better known, and I started 
interviewing so-called “big-name” guests. I got 
swallowed into a machine I couldn’t keep up 
with. Also, the guests were less engaging. The 
moment the mic came on, they’d hold back as if 
they were following a script. Listeners reacted 
accordingly. Examining audience engagement, 
I could see when it dropped off. I also didn’t 
Ƽnd their stories riveting. So, I decided to do 
something radical.

Taking it to the streets
Knowing that there are no somebodies 

lesser known than the unknown, I now take 
my podcasting gear to the streets and set up 

a table with a sign offering to pay anyone ten 

rands, the equivalent of a couple of euros, for 

their story. It takes 10–15 minutes for the Ƽrst 
person to sit down and talk, but then a queue 
starts forming, and I’ll be busy for about two 

hours. 
I Ƽnd their stories fascinating! Broadcasters 

might say I’m breaking one of the golden 
rules of radio by handing the mic — and the 
show’s responsibility — to someone probably 
ill-equipped to handle it. But this isn’t radio; it’s 
podcasting. I have the power to edit or not even 
use the interview. But I think my experience in 
radio and onstage interacting with audiences 

helps me craft their story.
Plus, it’s like improv — I have no idea who’s 

taking the microphone. It’s the closest I’ve felt 
to where podcasting and stand-up can meet. 
Importantly, the listener can hear that. They 
may not know the person telling their story or 
what crazy views they have, but they know it will 
be new, interesting and in some way relatable. 
And here’s the thing: They almost always never 

take the money I offer for their story; they’re just 
happy to have someone listen. 

Storytelling in Africa
Africans are connected by storytelling — it’s in 

our blood. In traditional African culture, a “griot” 
is a person entrusted to learn the stories of a 

village. Their sole purpose is to pass on these 
stories to others to keep the stories alive in 
successive generations. Historically, in a culture 
where things weren’t written down, storytelling 

was more than entertainment; it was a way of 
keeping a cultural identity alive.
So, theoretically, Africa should be a rich fertile 

ground for storytelling on podcasts, but we’re 

hampered very much by technology. Africans 
overall do not have access to technology as 

enjoyed by those, say, in Western Europe. Data, 
for one, is so expensive, so it’s mainly used 

for sending messages; podcasts are usually 
reserved for when there’s access to Wi-Fi. 
However, we’re seeing a slow but steady growth 
in podcasting production and consumption in 

Africa.
I think some try their hand at podcasting 

because they can’t access a camera to get on 

YouTube and think it’s cheaper, but they soon 
Ƽnd out how expensive making professionally 
sounding audio is. Our biggest challenge in 
Africa is familiar to podcasters worldwide: 

monetizing content, a signiƼcant barrier to 
entry for up-and-coming African podcasters. 
Approximately 0.1% of podcasts globally are 
suƾciently monetized. People may point to Joe 
Rogan selling his podcast to Spotify for US$200 
million, but such cases are outliers.

Building an ecosystem
Regardless, podcasting globally has now 

exploded. Personally, I don’t look at all those 
podcasts as competition; instead, we’re 
building a podcasting ecosystem. And that’s 
where POC [“People of Content”] Podcasts 
comes in — we’re helping to make part of that 
ecosystem in Africa.
I founded POC Podcasts primarily to give 

a voice to diverse stories you don’t typically 

hear on radio. I come from a radio background 
and know that what you hear on radio doesn’t 
fully reƽect the diversity of the African story. 
There are a lot of stories that don’t get told. 
For example, stories from the LGBTIQ+ 
community are largely unheard. So, we have 
an LGBTIQ+ podcast in our stable that reaches 
out to African countries, like Uganda, where the 
LGBTIQ+ community isn’t as protected as in 
South Africa.
We want people with great, diverse stories 

to tell to do just that using podcasts. We help 
them create and produce podcasts to a high 

level of quality and provide ongoing consulting 

services. The Media Fellowship from the 
African Union has helped raise the proƼle of 
what we’re doing. I am grateful to the AU for its 
support and the opportunity to meet others in 

African media giving a voice to our storytellers.

EQUIPMENT

RECORDING: A Zoom Podtrak 4. I love it 
because of the 70 db of gain it gives me 
when I record. It allows me to boost audio 
so much in post. It has four channels, and 
I can connect it to my phone or computer.

EDITING: Adobe Audition at the oƾce, but 
Audacity when I’m on the go — it’s free 
and uncluttered, and it just works.

ARTWORK: Canva or Adobe Express.

MICS: Two Shure SM58 microphones — 
They are some of the best microphones 
you can get that use an XLR cable.

HEADPHONES: JBL Quantam 100 
headphones. I had to buy these at an 
airport tech shop after I left my beloved 
Sennheiser HD 280 PROs at a hotel. 

DISTRIBUTION: “Lesser Known 
Somebodies” is available on Apple 
Podcasts, Spotify, Podchaser, Omny, 
Podbay and POC Podcasts.
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XTRA INSIGHTS LAUNCHES 

TRACKA MEDIA ANALYSIS

MEDIATEST OFFERS 

AUDIO WATERMARKING 

AND FINGERPRINTING 

SOLUTIONS

You’ve most likely heard the 

quote, “Half my advertising spend 

is wasted; the trouble is, I don’t 

know which half.”  

In the digital environment, a host 

of tools and resources are avail-

able to advertisers to track a cus

tomer’s journey from advert to 

action. However, for broadcasters 

determining the customer journey 

and the action or attribution linked 

to their client’s radio advertising it 

is diƾcult when 60% of listening is 

via an FM or AM signal. 

While a million people may have 

heard an ad based on the latest 

radio ratings, how many took the 

time to consider or respond? 

The demand from clients is heat-

The Vienna-based high-tech com-

pany MediaTest has solutions for 

radio stations needing to know the 

exact number of listeners to their 

programming output or to boost 

the eƾciency of their advertising 

campaigns.

The company offers media re-

search, commercial tracking, pro

tection against image and audio 

abuse, copyright protection, music 

recognition, and hardware and 

software solutions for audio Ƽn

gerprinting and watermarking.

MediaTest’s AudioSync patented 

technology is Golden Ear Indus-

try-certiƼed and can recognize 

identity codes embedded in audio 

— either live or in advance — with

in one second. The company’s 

acoustic Ƽngerprinting technology 

identiƼes radio station outputs just 

as quickly.

Fingerprint and watermark de

tections are captured indoors 

and outdoors and reported live 

through smartwatches and smart-

phone applications developed by 

ing up to capture the true value of 

an advert. To address this prob

lem, Xtra Insights has launched 

Tracka Media Analysis, an attri

bution modeling platform that 

uses radio broadcasts and digital 

analytics to accurately track and 

pair digital session activity with 

radio advertising. Unlike other at

tribution models, it doesn’t require 

reconciled logs from a radio sta-

tion.

An online dashboard provides 

real-time monitoring across differ-

ent creative commercials and radio 

stations, allowing for assessment 

and Ƽne-tuning either during or 

after a campaign.

MediaTest. The company also of

fers customers hardware and soft-

ware encoding and detection. Au

dioSync encoders and detectors 

are cross-platform and available 

for iOS, Android, macOS, Windows, 

Linux and as ARM7 binaries.

MediaTest is a complete platform 

for audience measurement for live 

radio ratings and for measuring 

advertising spots with down-to-

the-second engagement accuracy 

and music recognition for copy-

right protection and determining 

royalty fees.

MediaTest’s international clients 

and partners deploy its solutions. 

For example, in Austria, for mu-

sic recognition and safeguarding 

against the misuse of audio and 

images online; in Italy, for radio 

and television audience measure-

ment and ad tracking by the adver

tising industry; and in the United 

States, measuring radio ratings by 

independent broadcasters is in the 

pipeline.

Info: www.xtrainsights.com

Info: www.media-test.com
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